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My main gripe against the remix tables is to me they were boring. Sure they looked great. However when I played them I
got bored with them very quickly. I went back to the original tables. However this remix table is different right from the
first ball. Its multiball right from the start!! So its exciting right from the start. The table has a very clean look to it. You
can see everything very clearly. Nothing is hidden from sight. The game tells you what to do when a special event in the
game comes up. Its great fun. No more just guessing what next to hit when a special event happens. I have nothing but

good things to say about this table. Its so much better then the other remix tables. Its head and shoulders above them. My
only nit pick would be the music is not to my taste. I urge anyone who is interested in another table to give this one a
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play in the game. Your allowed to play it until a certain score is reached. I played this one time and I bought this after
just one play. I am hooked. Great job to all who worked on this table.. Definitely my favorite remake so far! I enjoy

*all* the tables, but this one is at the top of my list and one I can always go back to regardless of my mood. It's a pretty
unique table in that you start with a two-ball multiball, and have a simple method to add back a lost ball should you drop
one of them. Goals are broadcasted well, the flow is enjoyable, and constant multiball is always a blast! If you're going to

get only one of the remade tables, this would be the one I'd personally recommend.. Definitely my favorite remake so
far! I enjoy *all* the tables, but this one is at the top of my list and one I can always go back to regardless of my mood.

It's a pretty unique table in that you start with a two-ball multiball, and have a simple method to add back a lost ball
should you drop one of them. Goals are broadcasted well, the flow is enjoyable, and constant multiball is always a blast!

If you're going to get only one of the remade tables, this would be the one I'd personally recommend.. My main gripe
against the remix tables is to me they were boring. Sure they looked great. However when I played them I got bored with

them very quickly. I went back to the original tables. However this remix table is different right from the first ball. Its
multiball right from the start!! So its exciting right from the start. The table has a very clean look to it. You can see

everything very clearly. Nothing is hidden from sight. The game tells you what to do when a special event in the game
comes up. Its great fun. No more just guessing what next to hit when a special event happens. I have nothing but good

things to say about this table. Its so much better then the other remix tables. Its head and shoulders above them. My only
nit pick would be the music is not to my taste. I urge anyone who is interested in another table to give this one a play in
the game. Your allowed to play it until a certain score is reached. I played this one time and I bought this after just one

play. I am hooked. Great job to all who worked on this table.. My main gripe against the remix tables is to me they were
boring. Sure they looked great. However when I played them I got bored with them very quickly. I went back to the

original tables. However this remix table is different right from the first ball. Its multiball right from the start!! So its
exciting right from the start. The table has a very clean look to it. You can see everything very clearly. Nothing is hidden

from sight. The game tells you what to do when a special event in the game comes up. Its great fun. No more just
guessing what next to hit when a special event happens. I have nothing but good things to say about this table. Its so

much better then the other remix tables. Its head and shoulders above them. My only nit pick would be the music is not
to my taste. I urge anyone who is interested in another table to give this one a play in the game. Your allowed to play it

until a certain score is reached. I played this one time and I bought this after just one play. I am hooked. Great job to all
who worked on this table.. Definitely my favorite remake so far! I enjoy *all* the tables, but this one is at the top of my

list and one I can always go back to regardless of my mood. It's a pretty unique table in that you start with a two-ball
multiball, and have a simple method to add back a lost ball should you drop one of them. Goals are broadcasted well, the

flow is enjoyable, and constant multiball is always a blast! If you're going to get only one of the remade tables, this
would be the one I'd personally recommend.
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